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a b s t r a c t

The durability and cost of fuel cell cathode catalysts are major technical barriers to the commercialization
of fuel cells for vehicle applications. In this work, novel Pt and PtPd hybrid catalysts are developed that use
a nitrogen-modified carbon composite (NMCC), which is itself active for the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR), instead of a conventional carbon black support. The fuel cell accelerated stress test (AST) for
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atalyst
upport

supports and catalysts demonstrated that the Pt3Pd1/NMCC and Pt/NMCC hybrid catalysts possess much
higher stability than Pt/C catalysts in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. Moreover, the hybrid
catalysts exhibit higher mass activity than the Pt/C catalysts. The origin of the hybrid catalysts’ improved
performance relative to Pt/C is discussed in light of pore size distribution and surface area analysis, XRD,
XPS, and TEM analyses and electrochemical measurements.
athode
uel cell

. Introduction

Carbon-supported platinum (Pt/C) and platinum-based alloy
atalysts are the most commonly used cathode catalysts for poly-
er electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. Alloying Pt with

ther transition metals, such as Co, Fe, and Cr, can increase
he catalytic activity and sometimes the stability of these cata-
ysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). This effect may be
ttributed to the formation of alloys with favorable Pt–Pt inter-
tomic distances or Pt crystal orientations in the Pt alloys that
acilitate oxygen reduction and mitigate Pt sintering/dissolution
1–4].

Considerable effort has been devoted to the development of
arbon-supported Pt-based catalysts. However, the stability and
ost of these catalysts are still major technical barriers to the com-
ercialization of fuel cells for vehicle applications. The durability

f Pt-based catalysts can be compromised by Pt sintering and disso-
ution, especially under the load cycling found in fuel cell vehicles,
hich accelerates these processes [5–10]. These effects significantly
ecrease the electrochemically active surface area and Pt utilization

n fuel cell cathodes. In addition, the dissolution of non-noble met-
ls in the catalyst alloy not only causes a decrease in the catalyst’s
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activity, but it also poisons the membrane electrode assemblies
(MEAs) via ion exchange between the metal cations and the pro-
tonic sites on both the Nafion membrane and the ionomer inside
the catalyst layer [8].

Another concern complicating the use of carbon-supported Pt-
based catalysts is the corrosion of the high surface area carbon
support [10–14]. During the startup/shutdown cycle, the cathode
potential of a vehicle’s fuel cells may increase to 1.2–1.5 V, or even
higher. The corrosion rate of carbon increases drastically at high
electrode potentials, and can result in severe degradation of the
carbon support via the following reaction:

C + 2H2O → CO2 + 4H+ + 4e− E0 = 0.207 Vvs.RHE

Oxidation of the carbon surface increases its hydrophilicity and
thus affects water removal, resulting in an increased mass transfer
resistance. In addition, the oxidation of carbon increases the elec-
trical resistance of the catalysts, leads to the aggregation of catalyst
particles, and even damages the structure of the catalyst layer. In
particular, platinum increases the corrosion rate of carbon supports
[10–12].

Durability issues aside, the cost of Pt-based catalysts is another
obstacle to the development of fuel cell vehicles due to the world’s
limited Pt reserves. Therefore, many recent studies have focused on
decreasing Pt loadings and increasing Pt utilization in fuel cell elec-

trodes while maintaining satisfactory activity and stability. These
efforts include the design of novel catalysts, the use of new sup-
porting materials, the development of new methods for catalyst
synthesis, and the optimization of electrode structure and fabrica-
tion methods [13–19]. However, it is still challenging to obtain a

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:popov@cec.sc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.07.029
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XPS measurements were carried out on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD
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t-based fuel cell cathode catalyst with both good durability and
igh mass activity.

In the past four decades, low-cost non-precious metal cata-
ysts for the ORR have been widely studied as alternatives to Pt.
hese catalysts can be prepared from transition metal macrocy-
les or transition metal-, nitrogen-, and carbon-based precursors.
owever, the nature of active sites in the non-precious metal cat-
lysts is still a subject of controversy. One of the most accepted
ypothesis is the metal-N4/N2 moiety bound to carbon substrate
lays an important role toward ORR [20–22]. Another hypothesis

s that the graphitic (quaternary) and pyridinic nitrogen doped on
he carbon substrate’s surface is an active site for oxygen reduc-
ion. The transition metal is not part of the active sites, but rather
erves primarily to facilitate the incorporation of nitrogen into the
raphitic carbon during the pyrolysis. The remaining metal parti-
les are encased in the carbon substrate [23–30]. Our group has
eveloped a nitrogen-modified carbon composite (NMCC) catalyst,
hich is prepared by the pyrolysis of a carbon-supported cobalt

nd/or iron nitrogen chelate followed by an acid leaching treatment
27–30].

In this work, we intend to detailedly investigate the hybrid cat-
lysts by supporting the Pt (or PtPd) on the NMCC instead of a
onventional carbon black substrate. These novel catalysts will con-
ain nitrogen-doped sites and Pt sites, both of which are active for
he ORR. Thus, we refer to them as hybrid catalysts. In addition
o its possible own contribution to the overall activity (an advan-
age over a conventional carbon support), the NMCC is expected to
mprove the stability of hybrid catalysts through some synergistic
ffects. Our preliminary work has demonstrated that the NMCC-
upported Pt catalyst exhibit a slightly higher mass activity than
he conventional PtCo catalyst. The long-term stability measured
t a constant current density of 1 A cm−2 and the electron probe
icroanalysis (EPMA) showed that the new catalyst is more sta-

le than the conventional counterpart [30]. It was attributed to the
pplication of a new synthesis methodology with Pt deposition on
he Co-encased carbon substrate instead of the conventional syn-
hesis routes involving Co deposition on Pt/C. The goal of this work
s further examine and compare the effects of the new support-
ng material and further the third metal additive on the stability of
atalyst support and catalyst, respectively. The fuel cell component
ccelerated stress tests (AST) are used to isolate the degradation
f catalyst support and catalyst, and thus evaluate the individ-
al stability of the catalyst support and catalyst in the Pt/NMCC,
tPd/NMCC, and Pt/C. Pore size distribution and BET surface area
nalysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as well as elec-
rochemical measurements, were used to characterize the catalyst
upports and catalysts.

. Experimental

.1. Catalyst synthesis

The synthesis of the nitrogen-modified carbon composite
NMCC) catalyst was carried out according to the previously
eported procedure [27–30]. Briefly, ethylene diamine was added to
Co(NO3)2 solution, followed by the addition of carbon black. The

eaction mixture was refluxed at 85 ◦C for 4 h and then dried using a
otary evaporator at 80 ◦C under reduced pressure. The dried sam-
le was heated to 700 ◦C under an Ar atmosphere at 8.8 MPa for 3 h.
he heat-treated sample was treated with 0.5 M H2SO4 to remove

xcess Co on the carbon catalyst’s surface.

The Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst (20 wt% Pt) was prepared by
epositing Pt on a NMCC support and then heating it to 800 ◦C in an
r atmosphere. The PtPd/NMCC hybrid catalysts (20 wt% (Pt + Pd))
ere synthesized by the successive deposition of Pd and Pt on a
rces 195 (2010) 445–452

NMCC support followed by heating to 800 ◦C in an Ar atmosphere.
The atomic ratio of Pt to Pd in the PtPd/NMCC catalysts varied
from 7:1 to 1:3. For comparison, a Pt/C (20 wt% Pt) catalyst with
a conventional carbon black support was also prepared. The bulk
compositions of the catalysts were confirmed by the atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy (AAS).

2.2. Rotating disk electrode (RDE) measurements

RDE measurements were performed in a standard three-
compartment electrochemical cell. A glassy carbon disk (5.61 mm
diameter) was used as the working electrode, a saturated
mercury–mercury sulfate electrode was used as the reference elec-
trode, and platinum foil was used as the counter electrode. A 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution was used as the electrolyte. All potentials in this
work are referenced to a relative hydrogen electrode (RHE). The
catalyst ink was prepared by blending 24 mg of the catalyst with
3 mL of isopropyl alcohol. The ink (15 �L) was then deposited onto
the glassy carbon. Nafion (5 �L of a 0.25 wt% solution) was applied
to the catalyst layer to ensure good adhesion of the catalyst to the
glassy carbon.

2.3. Fuel cell accelerated stress tests (AST) for supports and
catalysts

The catalyst ink was prepared by ultrasonically mixing the cat-
alyst with the Nafion solution and isopropyl alcohol for 2 h. The
cathode’s noble metal loading was 0.4 mg cm−2 and the anode’s Pt
loading was 0.5 mg cm−2. The anode and cathode were hot-pressed
to a Nafion 112 membrane at 140 ◦C under 15 atm for 3 min. The
fuel cell was conditioned for about 15 h until the current density
was constant. The electrochemical measurements were carried out
in a single cell at 80 ◦C and an absolute pressure of 150 kPa. Pure
hydrogen and air were supplied to the anode and cathode com-
partments, respectively. Polarization curve tests were conducted
in constant stoichiometry mode using a 0.1 A cm−2 current step
and a 20 min dwell time. The geometric area of the MEA was
25 cm2.

Fuel cell accelerated stress tests of the support were performed
as follows: (i) measure the initial polarization curve under H2/air
(relative humidity, RH = 50%; �(H2)/�(air) = 3/3), (ii) hold at 1.2 V at
80 ◦C under an H2/N2 atmosphere (RH = 100%) for a period of time
(Note: carbon corrosion is severe at high potential.), (iii) measure
the air polarization curves again.

Fuel cell accelerated stress tests of the catalyst were performed
as follows: (i) measure the initial polarization curve under an
H2/air atmosphere (RH = 100%; �(H2)/�(air) = 3/3), (ii) potential
cycle between 0.7 V for 30 s and 0.9 V for 30 s under an H2/N2 atmo-
sphere (RH = 100%) (Note: Pt sintering and dissolution are severe
under potential cycling conditions.), (iii) measure the air polariza-
tion curves again.

2.4. Physical and chemical characterizations

The BET surface areas and pore size distribution of the catalyst
supports were measured by using NOVA 2000 high-speed surface
area and pore size analyzer. The XRD patterns were recorded with
an automated Rigaku diffractometer using Cu K� radiation over
a scanning angle range of 20–75◦ with a scan rate of 1.5◦ min−1.
XPS system equipped with a hemispherical energy analyzer and a
monochromatic Al K� source, which was operated at 15 keV and
150 W. To determine the particle size of the catalysts, TEM was car-
ried out using a high-resolution JEOL 2010F TEM system operated
with LaB6 filament at 200 kV.
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ble. Therefore, the NMCC is a qualified support for the Pt-based
catalysts.

Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns of the carbon black and nitrogen-
modified carbon composite. The broad characteristic diffraction
peaks of C (0 0 2) and (1 0 1) were observed for the carbon black.

Table 1
BET surface areas of the carbon black and NMCC.
ig. 1. (a) Polarization curves for the oxygen reduction reaction and (b) the percent-
ges of H2O2 formed during the oxygen reduction reaction in O2-saturated 0.5 M
2SO4 on the carbon black and nitrogen-modified carbon composite. Scan rate:
mV s−1, rotation rate: 900 rpm.

. Results and discussion

.1. Comparison of nitrogen-modified carbon composite and
arbon black

Fig. 1a shows the polarization curves for the oxygen reduction
eaction in an O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution on the carbon
lack and nitrogen-modified carbon composite (NMCC) electrodes
t a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 and a rotation rate of 900 rpm. The
nset potential of the ORR on the carbon black electrode is only
pproximately 0.4 V, while it is approximately 0.82 V on the NMCC
lectrode, which also exhibits a limiting current plateau. Fig. 1b

hows the percentage of H2O2 generated during the oxygen reduc-
ion on the carbon black and NMCC electrodes. It is evident that
he amount of H2O2 produced on the NMCC during the oxygen
eduction is much lower than that on the carbon black. The H2O2
s corrosive toward the carbon materials and is able to cause the
Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms of the carbon black and nitrogen-modified carbon
composite in N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. Scan rate: 50 mV s−1.

oxidative destruction of the active sites and the defect sites in the
fuel cell catalysts and supports [31,32].

Fig. 2 shows the cyclic voltammograms of the carbon black and
nitrogen-modified carbon composite. The measurements were per-
formed in a N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at a potential scan
rate of 50 mV s−1. A pair of redox peaks at about 0.6 V, which are
associated with the quinine–hydroquinone couple, was observed
for both the carbon black and NMCC. The intensity of the surface
groups on the NMCC is lower in comparison with the carbon black
due to a series of adsorption and deposition processes of the reac-
tants onto the carbon substrate as well as the pyrolysis and leaching
treatment. However, the capacitance of the NMCC and carbon black
is similar, revealing they have similar porosity [33]. In addition, no
redox peak corresponding to the cobalt species was observed in the
CV of the NMCC, indicating that cobalt is not present on the surface
of the NMCC.

Table 1 presents the BET surface areas of the carbon black and
NMCC, and the respective contribution from the micropores and
mesopores. It can be seen that subject to the adsorption, deposi-
tion, pyrolysis, and leaching treatment, the NMCC lost only 6% of
surface area in comparison with the carbon black, which is mainly
caused by the decrease of micropores. Fig. 3 shows the pore size dis-
tribution of the carbon black and NMCC. It is evident that the carbon
black and NMCC have the similar pore size distribution centering at
about 3–4 and 40–45 nm with a slightly positive shift for the NMCC.
It can be concluded that the NMCC has the similar porosity with
the carbon black, which is consistent with the aforementioned CV
results. While preparing the Pt or Pt-based catalysts, the mesopores
(pore diameters of 2–50 nm) of support are accessible for the reac-
tants, which are the main location of the resultant catalyst particles,
while the micropores (diameters smaller than 2 nm) are inaccessi-
Support BET surface area
(m2 g−1)

Area from micropores
(m2 g−1)

Area from mesopores
(m2 g−1)

C 808.8 262.5 546.3
NMCC 761.6 221.2 540.4
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ig. 3. Pore size distribution of the carbon black and nitrogen-modified carbon
omposite.

or the NMCC, the peak of C (0 0 2) becomes sharper and shifts pos-
tively, which is attributed to an increased graphitization of carbon
nd a doping of nitrogen in the carbon matrix [34,35]. The simi-
ar phenomenon was also reported in our previous study on the
on-precious metal catalysts by XRD and TEM characterizations.
he remaining cobalt with the diffraction peaks of Co (1 1 1) and
2 0 0) in the XRD pattern was observed to be covered with the
raphitic carbon layers by the TEM [29]. In addition, Ozkan and
o-workers also obtained the nanostructured nitrogen-modified
arbon-based catalyst for ORR with high graphitization [25,26]. It
s well known that the graphitized carbon materials are more ther-

ally and electrochemically stable than the conventional carbon

lack. However, the graphitization often significantly decreases the
orosity and surface area of carbon, which has an adverse effect on
he subsequent dispersion of Pt or Pt-based particles. In our case,
he NMCC maintain the relatively high porosity and surface area
hile increasing the graphitization level.

ig. 4. XRD patterns of the carbon black and nitrogen-modified carbon composite.

Fig. 5. (a) Polarization curves for the oxygen reduction reaction in O2-saturated
0.5 M H2SO4 on the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and PtPd/NMCC hybrid

−1
catalysts with different Pt/Pd atomic ratios. Scan rate: 5 mV s , rotation rate:
900 rpm. (b) Mass activity for the oxygen reduction reaction at 0.9 V on the
PtPd/NMCC hybrid catalysts with different Pt/Pd atomic ratios. The data from the
Pt/C catalyst and the Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst are presented for comparison.

3.2. Electrochemical and physicochemical characterizations of
Pt/NMCC, PtPd/NMCC, and Pt/C catalysts

Fig. 5a shows the polarization curves for the oxygen reduction
reaction in an O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution on the Pt/C cata-
lyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and PtPd/NMCC hybrid catalysts with
varying Pt/Pd atomic ratios at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 and a rotation
rate of 900 rpm. Mixed kinetic-diffusion control regions from 0.8
to 1.0 V and onset-potentials of up to 1.05 V were observed for all
catalysts except for the Pt1Pd3/NMCC catalyst. For clarity, the mass
activity (MA) at 0.9 V of the PtPd/NMCC hybrid catalysts with dif-
ferent Pt/Pd atomic ratios is illustrated in Fig. 5b. The mass activity
(kinetic current density, A mg−1

Pt) is made with respect to the Pt
loading on the RDE. The kinetic current, ik is given in terms of the
current after a correction for diffusion effects using the equation:

ik = ili

il − i
(1)
where il is the limiting current and i is the measured current. For
accuracy, an error bar is given to the mass activity of the PtPd
catalysts. The average values of the mass activity of the Pt/C and
Pt/NMCC are also presented for comparison.
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As shown in Fig. 5b, the mass activity of the PtPd/NMCC hybrid
atalysts for the ORR achieves a maximum at a Pt/Pd atomic ratio of
/1, which is comparable with the Pt/NMCC. Further increases in the
d content caused the decrease of the activity of the PtPd catalysts
nd thus the Pt1Pd3 exhibits a minimum value. In conclusion, the
t/NMCC and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalysts show higher catalytic
ctivity than the conventional Pt/C catalyst. It is well known that
he mass activity of Pt/C for ORR goes through a maximum at ca.
–4 nm of Pt particles due to the particle size effect on the kinetics
f ORR [36–40]. In this work, the average particle sizes of the cat-
lysts calculated from the TEM were presented in the parenthesis
nder the catalyst names in Fig. 5b. As can be seen, the mass activ-

ty the PtPd hybrid catalysts go through a maximum at the particle
ize of 3.7 nm (Pt3Pd1). This tendency is consistent with that in the
iteratures [36–40]. Therefore, the particle size effect may at least
artially explain the relationship between the mass activity of PtPd
atalysts and the Pt/Pd ratios. Besides the particle size effect, the
inimum activity of Pt1Pd3 may be attributed to the blocking of Pt

ctive sites by a large amount of Pd in the catalyst. The activity differ-
nce between Pt3Pd1/NMCC, Pt/NMCC, and Pt/C is more likely the
ombined consequence of the particle size effect and the alloying
ffect. Their difference in the alloying level and/or structure will be
emonstrated in the following XRD and XPS analyses. On the other
and, it can be seen that most of the NMCC-supported catalysts
xcept Pt1Pd3 and Pt1Pd1 with a high Pd content, exhibit the com-
arable particle sizes with the Pt/C. This confirms that the NMCC

s a suitable support for preparing high-dispersion Pt or Pt-based
atalysts with small particle sizes.

Fig. 6 shows the XRD patterns of the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC
ybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst. The Pt/C cata-

yst has peaks at 39.7◦, 46.2◦, and 67.6◦, which are the characteristic
iffraction peaks for face centered cubic crystalline Pt (1 1 1), (2 0 0),
nd (2 2 0), respectively. However, the positions of these diffrac-
ion peaks in the Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst are obviously shifted to

igher 2� values. This indicates the formation of a PtCo alloy in the
t/NMCC hybrid catalyst, which is attributed to some of the cobalt
ncased in the carbon matrix being incorporated into the Pt lattice.
n the case of the Pt3Pd1/NMCC catalyst, a positive shift of the Pt
eaks was also observed, but the magnitude of the shift is smaller

ig. 6. XRD patterns of the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC
ybrid catalyst.
Fig. 7. XPS core level spectra for the Pt 4f orbitals of the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid
catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst.

than that observed in the Pt/NMCC catalyst. This indicates that the
extent of alloying and/or the structures in the Pt3Pd1/NMCC are
different from that in the Pt/NMCC catalyst due to the addition of
Pd between the Pt and the NMCC. The alloying difference can be
at least one of the reasons accounting for the mass activity differ-
ences shown in Fig. 5. In addition, it may also affect the stability of
the catalysts [1–4,41]. In Fig. 6, the diffraction peak at about 25.0◦ is
attributed to C (0 0 2) of the support. In comparison with the Pt/C,
the C (0 0 2) diffraction peaks in the Pt/NMCC and Pt3Pd1/NMCC
hybrid catalysts are sharper, which indicates that the extent of
graphitization in the NMCC is higher than that in the conventional
carbon black. This confirms the XRD analysis of the carbon black
and NMCC shown in Fig. 4. During the preparation of the NMCC, the
presence of a transition metal effectively decreases the graphitiza-
tion temperature of carbon black. Graphitization generally leads to
reduced surface heterogeneity and thus increases corrosion resis-
tance. However, graphitization only slows the kinetics of the carbon
oxidation reaction; it does not change the fundamental oxidation
mechanisms [12,13].

Fig. 7 shows the XPS core level spectra for the Pt 4f orbitals of
the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid
catalyst. We observed that the Pt 4f peaks of the Pt/NMCC cata-
lyst shift to higher energies relative to the Pt/C catalyst [41,42].
The positive shift in the Pt3Pd1/NMCC catalyst’s Pt 4f peak is not
as large as observed with the Pt/NMCC. It is interesting that this
tendency is consistent with the XRD result, which confirmed that
the addition of Pd between the Pt and the NMCC can alter the cat-
alysts’ surface/structure properties. This may result in the activity
and stability difference of the catalysts.

3.3. Fuel cell accelerated stress tests (AST) for supports and
catalysts in Pt/NMCC, Pt3Pd1/NMCC, and Pt/C

Fig. 8a shows the H2-air fuel cell polarization curves using the
Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid
catalyst before and after 50 h of the accelerated stress test on the

support. In the test, the fuel cell cathode is held at 1.2 V for 50 h,
since carbon corrosion is accelerated at high electrode potentials.
The initial fuel cell polarization curves indicated that both the
Pt3Pd1/NMCC and Pt/NMCC hybrid catalysts have higher catalytic
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corrosive conditions, such as low pH, high temperature, high water
content, high potential, and high oxygen concentration [43–49]. In
the case of the Pt3Pd1/NMCC system, the Pd may be mostly covered
by Pt, and thus is protected from oxidation/corrosion.
ig. 8. (a) H2-air fuel cell polarization curves using the Pt/C catalyst, PtPd/NMCC
ybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst before and after 50 h of the acceler-
ted stress test on the support. (b) Percentage of fuel cell potential loss at 0.8 A cm−2

efore and after 50 h of the accelerated stress test on the support.

erformance than the Pt/C system. After 50 h of the accelerated sup-
ort corrosion test at 1.2 V, the Pt3Pd1/NMCC catalyst exhibits much
etter polarization performance than either the Pt/NMCC or the
t/C systems. In order to clearly demonstrate the extent of the sup-
ort’s degradation, the percentage of fuel cell potential loss (Eloss%)
t 0.8 A cm−2 after 50 h of the support corrosion test is presented in
ig. 8b. The Eloss% is expressed as:

loss% =
(

Eini − E

Eini

)
× 100% (2)

here Eini and E denote the initial potential and the potential
easured after 50 h of the carbon corrosion test at 0.8 A cm−2,

espectively. For accuracy, the error bar is given to the histogram

ata and the average value of performance loss is also presented

n Fig. 8b. The degradation in the catalyst supports changes in
he following sequence: Pt/C > Pt/NMCC > Pt3Pd1/NMCC. First, this
ndicates that the NMCC support is much more stable than the con-
rces 195 (2010) 445–452

ventional carbon black support, which may be due to the higher
degree of graphitization in the NMCC, as demonstrated by the XRD
results of the supports and catalysts (see Figs. 4 and 6). Second, the
corrosion test result demonstrates that the addition of an appropri-
ate amount of a third metal, Pd, to the Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst
further enhances the stability of the NMCC support. According to
the literatures [10–12], the Pt-catalyzed carbon corrosion may be at
least partially mitigated by the presence of Pd between the carbon
and Pt. However, further increase in the Pd content of the hybrid
catalysts, such as Pt1Pd1/NMCC, did not result in further increases
in the support’s durability (data not shown). This may be attributed
to the instability of Pd (E0

Pd2+/Pd
= 0.915 V, E0

Pd0/Pd = 0.79 V) under
Fig. 9. (a) H2-air fuel cell polarization curves using the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid
catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst before and after 30,000 cycles of the accel-
erated stress test on the catalyst. (b) Percentage of fuel cell potential loss at 0.8 A cm−2

before and after 30,000 cycles of the accelerated stress test on the catalyst.
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Fig. 9a shows the H2-air fuel cell polarization curves using the
t/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid
atalyst before and after 30,000 cycles in the accelerated stress test
or catalysts. In the test, the fuel cell cathode is cycled between
.7 V for 30 s and 0.9 V for 30 s, since Pt sintering and dissolution
re accelerated by potential cycling. Fig. 9b shows the percent-
ge of fuel cell potential loss at 0.8 A cm−2 before and after 30,000
ycles in the accelerated stress test for catalysts. For accuracy, the
rror bar is given to the histogram data and the average value of
erformance loss is also presented in Fig. 9b. After 30,000 cycles,
he degree of catalyst degradation decreases from Pt/C (18.7%) to
t/NMCC (5.3%) to Pt3Pd1/NMCC (1.2%). This increased stability is
ttributed to a synergistic effect from the use of NMCC and Pt,
hich at least partially results from the formation of a PtCo alloy (as

emonstrated by XRD and XPS), and which significantly alleviates
he Pt sintering/dissolution. Moreover, the larger particle sizes in
he Pt3Pd1/NMCC and Pt/NMCC may also contribute to their higher
tability than the Pt/C counterpart. The large Pt particles are much
ore resistant to the Ostwald ripening and particle coalescence

ccurring during the potential cycling process than the small cata-
yst particle [13]. The stability of Pt is further improved by doping
he hybrid catalysts with a third metal, Pd. Besides the particle size
ffect, one possible explanation for this increase in stability is the
ormation of new and more stable PtPdCo ternary alloys revealed
y the XRD and XPS characterizations, but the exact reason is still
nclear. Further investigations must be performed to determine the
rigin of the enhanced stability of the Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst
s compared to the Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst and the Pt/C catalyst.

Fig. 10 shows the mass activity of the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC
ybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalyst at 0.7 V with the
uel cells operating in relative humidity of 50% and 100% (data is
rom Figs. 8a and 9a. The mass activity of the different catalysts
s calculated with respect to the Pt loading on the fuel cell cath-
des. For accuracy, the error bar is given to the histogram data.
s shown in Fig. 10, the mass activity of the catalysts in the fuel
ells increases from Pt/C to Pt/NMCC to Pt3Pd1/NMCC at both rel-

tive humidity. This order is not completely consistent with the
DE result: Pt/C < Pt3Pd1/NMCC ≤ Pt/NMCC. The reason is unclear
ow. However, a similar study reported by Ralph and Hogarth on a
tCr catalyst modified with a third metal may shed a light on this

ig. 10. Mass activity of the Pt/C catalyst, Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst, and Pt3Pd1/NMCC
ybrid catalyst at 0.7 V in fuel cells operated at relative humidity of 50% and 100%,
espectively.

[

[

[
[
[

[

[
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issue [50]. They found that the addition of a very small quantity
of a third metal in the PtCr catalyst decreases the hydrophilicity of
the catalyst, which in turn reduces the retaining water produced
by oxygen reduction in the cathode. Consequently, the rate of oxy-
gen permeability in the catalyst layer increases. This may be one
of the possibilities in the improved fuel cell performance of the
Pt3Pd1/NMCC compared to the Pt/NMCC. The effects of hydrophilic-
ity of catalyst on the oxygen diffusion and the resulting mass activity
of catalyst in the RDE are negligible due to the employment of
thin-film catalyst layer, high electrode rotation speed, and the liq-
uid electrolyte in the RDE measurement. In conclusion, both fuel
cell and RDE results demonstrated the higher mass activity of the
NMCC-supported Pt and PtPd hybrid catalysts in comparison with
the Pt/C due to the alloying effect and particle size effect. More-
over, the nitrogen-containing active sites of the NMCC may also
contribute to the overall activity of the hybrid catalysts, which has
been evidenced by our on-going study in low Pt loading fuel cells.

4. Conclusions

In this work, Pt/NMCC and Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid catalysts were
developed that are composed of a nitrogen-modified carbon com-
posite (NMCC) supporting material, which is itself active for the
ORR, instead of a conventional carbon black support. The chemical
and physical properties of the catalyst supports and catalysts were
characterized by pore size distribution and BET surface area analy-
sis, XRD, XPS, and TEM techniques. The stability of the catalysts was
compared using the fuel cell accelerated stress tests (AST) on both
the catalyst supports and catalysts. The Pt3Pd1/NMCC hybrid cat-
alyst exhibited significantly improved stability when compared to
both the Pt/NMCC hybrid catalyst and the Pt/C catalyst. Moreover,
both the Pt3Pd1/NMCC and Pt/NMCC hybrid catalysts show higher
mass activity than the Pt/C catalyst. The alloying effect and particle
size effect are involved to the improved stability and mass activ-
ity of the hybrid catalysts using a novel support and a third metal
additive.
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